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1: Oh Holy Night (by Marika Lee -- Duet)
O Holy Night Sheet Music & Oh Holy Night Lyrics O Holy Night sheet music for all instruments, free! Lead sheets, vocal
duets, and piano versions in 3 keys, with Oh Holy Night lyrics as a PDF for easy printing.

Just ask them if they have ever heard this Christmas song, and start to play the first line of "O Holy Night"
chords. If they have ever heard it before, they will LONG to play it. Scroll down the page to find the free PDF
links: Now for the piano arrangement It is the flowing chords that give the O Holy Night sheet music its
special flavor. Never having found a version easy enough for my students but also lovely enough to want to
play and work hard on, or even with which to accompany singers, I finally arranged my own version. If kids
are somewhat familiar with playing chords in inversions, then they may be ready for this song. O Holy Night
has all the chords belonging to its key: I, ii, iii, IV, V and V7 both, and the vi chords. In addition, we will
encounter the V7 chord of the iii chord in the chord progression B7 to Em. This is explained as "borrowing" a
chord from another key, the key of E minor, to temporarily give us the feeling of being in that minor key. I
have them read and play the first left-hand chord, then tell me its name C. Even though it seems like that
should be pretty obvious, the doubling of the C at the octave can cause confusion. When I ask them to analyze
this chord, I may have to say "Look for the interval of a 4th. They always recognize chords in root position.
This slash chord, the F over C, is so beautiful that we usually start over so we can experience it again without
hesitation or so much hesitation, at least! Most kids will start immediately to form a G chord, so I give them a
warning to read carefully. We do this right over the beat where each chord begins not centered over the
measure, which some kids are tempted to do. In the next measure, the hand stays where it is, but changes to a
G7 chord. It is pretty easy to read those intervals of 3rds. We count up from the bottom just to confirm that the
top note, "f," is indeed 7 steps up from the bass note "g", making it a "seventh chord. Most of my students
know that the G7 chord or V7 chord always makes us feel like "going home" to the main chord tonic chord ,
C. And sure enough, that is just what happens. Sometimes instead of having my students try to play those
measures, I say, "Look at my hand. What am I doing? They see right away if they can recognize chord
inversions that it is just a C chord inversion, broken, ascending. Then they try it. Measure 45 of the O Holy
Night sheet music is a root-position G chord, but the next measure may be harder to decipher for some. It is
still a G chord, but it has changed into a G7 chord, with the "f" in the bass and doubled at the top. Where is the
"g" of the chord? In the right hand, and I point it out to my students. It goes to a C chord again, only it goes to
that part of the C chord which is right next-door to the "f" of the G7 chord; it goes to an "e". Very beautiful
voice-leading, or bass voice movement. It is one of the things I have always loved about this song. Later,
when they are very familiar with the right hand and putting hands together, I suggest adding extra chord tones
to some of the right hand notes. Actually, they are eager to do this themselves, once they understand that the
extra notes are just part of the same chord! And that is basically it. My graphic program, unfortunately, cannot
show the beauty of these pages! This is a 9-page collection. Bb, C, and D. I give you permission to make
unlimited copies, for your students only. If you are buying a physical book or sheet, then there is postage too!
Please do not share with anyone besides your students. Paypal, the payment system I use, is a secure and
recognized payment system. You can pay by credit or debit card, or your bank account. Email me through the
Contact link. Sing this free Christmas song for a church duet. But the harmony part in measure 28 is begging
for a bit of drama, so I allow it to break out of the lower notes. Here are the Oh Holy Night lyrics, useful for
sing-alongs, or just for saving paper! Here are the links to the lead sheets at the top of the page:
2: O Holy Night - Chris Tomlin Sheet Music | PraiseCharts
You can also (probably) get an original sheet music/lyrics/related scriptures for Oh Holy Night.

3: O Holy Night - Hillsong Worship Sheet Music | PraiseCharts
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O Holy Night Sheet Music- Full Listing PLEASE HELP US KEEP THE SHEET MUSIC ARCHIVE FREE! If you find the
free sheet music on this site to be valuable to you please take a second to Like, +1, or Follow us on Twitter by clicking
one of the buttons below.

4: O Holy Night Sheet Music, Music Books & Scores At Sheet Music Plus
Download sheet music for O Holy Night by Chris Tomlin, from the album Glory In The Highest: Christmas Songs of
Worship. Arranged by David Shipps in the key of C, Bb, B, A, Ab, G, D. Products for this song include chord charts, lead
sheets, choir parts, and the orchestration.

5: Oh Holy Night (15 Free Arrangements)
Free Christmas Sheet Music For O Holy Night, in the keys of A, Bb, C, D, Eb, F and G Major.

6: Free O Holy Night Sheet Music and Lyrics
Product Description. Each graded piano solo in our collection is carefully selected and professionally arranged. They are
designed to be engaging and fun, while providing students with the best chance for success.

7: O Holy Night Sheet Music, with a Step by Step Chord Theory Lesson!
O Holy Night Sheet Music Piano. Sheet music. $ $ 6 Only 2 left in stock - order soon. 5 out of 5 stars 1. O Holy Night
Easy Piano Sheet Music Dec 19,

8: Free Lead Sheet â€“ O Holy Night | Free Sheet Music | Pinterest | Music, Lead sheet and Sheet Music
O Holy Night digital sign, nativity sign, vintage Christmas carol, wise men Find this Pin and more on PatkÃ³bÃ³l
kÃ©szÃ¼lt tÃ¡rgyak by TÃ¼nde PethÅ‘. O Holy Night vintage Christmas carol song wise by ElainesCrafts great to have
some juncture to practice.

9: Free Lead Sheet - O Holy Night
"O Holy Night" ("Cantique de Noel") is a well-known Christmas carol composed by Adolphe Adam in to the French poem
"Minuit, christiens" (Midnight, Christians) by Placide Cappeau (). Cappeau, a wine merchant and poet, had been asked
by a parish priest to write a Christmas poem.
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